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Abstract. Trapdoors are widely used in cryptography, in particular for
digital signatures and public key encryption. In these classical applications, it is highly desirable that trapdoors remain secret even after their
use. In this paper, we consider positive applications of trapdoors that do
not remain secret when they are used. We introduce and formally define one-time trapdoor one-way functions (OTTOWF), a primitive similar in spirit to classical trapdoor one-way functions, with the additional
property that its trapdoor always becomes public after use. We provide
three constructions of OTTOWF. Two of them are based on factoring
assumptions and the third one on generic one-way functions. We then
consider potential applications of our primitive, and in particular the
fair exchange problem. We provide two fair exchange protocols using
OTTOWF, where the trapdoor is used to provide some advantage to
one of the parties, whereas any (abusive) use of this trapdoor will make
the advantage available to the other party as well. We compare our protocols with well-established solutions for fair exchange and describe some
scenarios where they have advantageous characteristics. These results
demonstrate the interest of one-time trapdoor one-way functions, and
suggest looking for further applications of them.
Keywords Cryptographic primitive, trapdoor one-way function, fair
exchange
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Introduction

In cryptography, a trapdoor is a secret piece of information that provides its
holder with some special power or advantage. This concept is usually formalized
through the definition of a trapdoor one-way function (TOWF), a function that
is computationally easy to compute and hard to invert but that becomes easy to
invert with the help of the trapdoor. TOWF are a fundamental tool for public
key cryptography, for example to build digital signature or public key encryption
schemes.
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The two most famous trapdoor one-way functions are arguably RSA [31] and
Rabin [30] TOWF. Both of them rely on the factoring assumption, the assumption that factoring “big” composite numbers is “hard”. Even if the security link
between Rabin and factoring is better (in fact, breaking Rabin TOWF is equivalent to factoring), the RSA TOWF has been much more used in practice. The
reason is that any use of Rabin TOWF will leak its trapdoor with a probability
of one half, whereas RSA trapdoor remains completely secret even after many
uses.
If trapdoors provide their owners with some specific advantage, their leakage
will, on the other hand, strongly limit this power. Fresh parameters will have
to be generated after each use, which is an important limitation in many applications. For this reason, leaking trapdoors have usually been considered as
undesirable and RSA has been preferred to Rabin in applications. However, we
remark that limiting the use of a trapdoor also seems appealing and potentially
very useful in other applications:
– To ensure that the trapdoor is only used once, assuming that it becomes
useless as soon as it becomes public. This seems appealing for an electronic
cash system, to ensure that coins are only spent once.
– To prove that the trapdoor has been used, assuming that it becomes public
if and only if it is used. This could be useful in a digital right management
system supporting delegation, to trace the fact that the proxy has used its
trapdoor.
– To ensure some fairness between various parties in a protocol, since the
special power given to the holder of the trapdoor will also become available
to the other parties after its use.
In this paper, we therefore introduce one-time trapdoor one-way functions
(OTTOWF), a cryptographic primitive close to trapdoor one-way functions but
with the additional property that trapdoors always become public after their
use. We provide a formal definition and three constructions of OTTOWF satisfying various flavors of this definition. Our first construction is a natural extension of Rabin TOWF. It relies on the factoring assumption for RSA numbers.
The second construction is a modification of Paillier’s trapdoor one-way permutation [28] and relies on a different factoring assumption. Finally, our third
construction is based only on generic one-way functions (but is not a trapdoor
one-way function in the usual sense).
As an example of application, we consider the fair exchange problem, a very
important problem for e-commerce. A fair exchange of signatures between two
parties requires that both parties are guaranteed to give their own signature only
if they receive the other signature in exchange. We design two fair exchange protocols using OTTOWF. In these protocols, we use the trapdoor of an OTTOWF
to provide one of the parties with some protection mechanism, and we use its
leakage property to ensure fairness to the other party even if the first party
abusively uses its trapdoor. A comparison with state-of-the-art protocols reveals
some advantages of our approach in particular situations. We believe that these

results illustrate the interest of our new primitive, and encourage research for
further applications.
This paper is organized as follows. We define our notations and we recall
standard security notions in Section 2. We introduce one-time trapdoor oneway functions in Section 3.1 and give our three constructions in Sections 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4. We provide and analyze two new protocols for fair exchange in Section 4,
and we conclude the paper in Section 5.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Notations

In this paper, we will use the notation ` for the security parameter involved
in our definitions. For any ` ≥ 2, we write P` for the set of prime numbers p
such that 2`−1 ≤ p < 2` . By {S(`), ` = 1, 2, . . . } we mean a sequence of sets
S(1), S(2), ..., one set for each value of the security parameter `. For any function
f , we write Dom(f ) and Im(f ) for its domain and codomain. We say that a
function f : N → R+ is negligible if for any polynomial p, there exists `0 ∈ N
such that f (`) < 1/p(`) for any ` ≥ `0 . We say that a function g : N → [0, 1] is
overwhelming if there exists a negligible function f such that g = 1 − f .
When x and y are two bitstrings, we write hx, yi for their concatenation. We
denote by 1` a bitstring made of ` consecutive 1. We write {0, 1}∗ for the set
of all bitstrings with a finite length. We say that an algorithm A is probabilistic
polynomial time or just PPT if there exists a polynomial p such that the average running time of A on inputs of size ` is smaller than p(`). We say that a
computational task is computationally infeasible if no PPT algorithm succeeds
in performing the task with a non-negligible probability.
We say that a set R is samplable if there exists a PPT algorithm that randomly picks an element from the uniform distribution on R. When R is sam$
plable, we write r ← R for the experiment of uniformly selecting a random value
from R and assigning it to r. We say that a set R is decidable if there exists a
PPT algorithm that on input (bitstring representations of) x and R, returns 1
if and only if x ∈ R. If Alg is a deterministic algorithm we note Alg(x) for the
value outputted by Alg on input x. If Alg is probabilistic, y ∈ Alg(x) means
that Alg returns y on input x for some values of its internal random coins,
whereas y = Alg(x) denotes the experiment of running Alg on input x and
assigning its output to y. By Pr[A : B; C] we mean the probability that a logical
expression A holds given an experiment that consists in successively executing
B and C.
2.2

One-way function

Intuitively, a one-way function (OWF) is a function that is easy to compute but
computationally hard to invert.
Definition 1 A function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ is a one-way function if it is:
– Easy to compute: there exists a PPT algorithm that on input x returns
f (x).

– Hard
h to invert: there exists no PPT algorithm
i A such that
$
0
`
0
Pr f (x ) = y : x ← {0, 1} ; y = f (x); x = A(y) is a non negligible function
of `.
2.3

Trapdoor one-way function

Intuitively, a trapdoor one-way function (TOWF) is a one-way function that
becomes easy to invert given an additional piece of information called a trapdoor.
Definition 2 A trapdoor one-way function is a set of three probabilistic polynomial time algorithms:
– Setup: probabilistic algorithm that on input 1` , returns hf, ti where f ∈ F(`)
is the description of a function, together with a samplable set Dom(f ) and
two sets Im(f ) and T (f ), and t ∈ T (f ) is a corresponding trapdoor. (The
sets F(`), ` ∈ N0 are implicitly defined by Setup.)
– Eval: deterministic algorithm that on input hf, xi where f ∈ F(`) and x ∈
Dom(f ), returns y ∈ Im(f ).
– Preimage: probabilistic algorithm that on input hf, t, yi where f ∈ F(`) is
the description of a function, t ∈ T (f ) is a trapdoor and y ∈ Im(f ), returns
x ∈ Dom(f ).
Moreover, the algorithms satisfy the following properties:
– One-wayness:
there exists no PPT algorithm A such that
h
i
$
0
Pr f (x ) = y : hf, ti = Setup(1` ); x ← Dom(f ); y = Eval(f, x); x0 = A(f, y)
is non negligible.
– Trapdoor: for any hf, ti = Setup(1` ), any x ∈ Dom(f ), and any x0 ∈
Preimage(f, t, Eval(f, x)), we have Eval(f, x0 ) = y.
2.4

Signature scheme

Informally, a digital signature scheme is made of three algorithms, Setup, Sign
and Ver. The Setup algorithm creates a pair of private and public keys; the
private key is used for signing and the public key for verifying a signature.
Definition 3 A digital signature scheme is a set of three PPT algorithms:
– Setup: a probabilistic algorithm that on input 1` , returns hSK, P Ki where
P K ∈ P(`) is a public key (implicitly defining a set S(P K), a samplable set
M(P K) and a decidable set Σ(P K)) and SK ∈ S(P K) is a corresponding
private key. (The sets P(`), ` ∈ N0 are implicitly defined by Setup.)
– Sign: a probabilistic algorithm that on input hm, SKi where m ∈ M(P K) is
a message and SK ∈ S(P K) is a private key corresponding to some public
key P K, returns a signature σ ∈ Σ(P K).
– Ver: a deterministic algorithm that on input hm, P K, σi where m ∈ M(P K)
is a message, P K ∈ S(`) is a public key and σ ∈ Σ(P K) is a signature,
returns either 0 or 1.

Moreover, the algorithms are required to satisfy the following properties:
– Correctness: for any ` ∈ N, for any hSK, P Ki ∈ Setup(1` ), any m ∈
M(P K) and any σ ∈ Sign(m, SK), we have Ver(m, P K, σ) = 1.
– Existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attacks [21]:
no PPT algorithm A can succeed in the following game with a non-negligible
probability.
• A challenger algorithm runs Setup(1` ), keeps the private key SK and
forwards the public key P K to A.
• A chooses a polynomial number of messages mi ∈ M(P K) and queries
the challenger for signatures Sign(mi , SK) on these messages.
• A outputs hm, σi where m ∈ M(P K), σ ∈ Σ(P K), Ver(m, P K, σ) = 1
and m was not queried before to the challenger.
2.5

The factoring assumption(s)

The factoring assumption states that (some classes of) integers are computationally hard tohfactor. More formally, it tells that
there is no PPT algorithm
i
$
$
A for which Pr p = A(n(p, q)); p ← P` ; q ← P` is a non negligible function of
`. In this paper, we consider RSA and Paillier composite numbers, respectively
n(p, q) := pq and n(p, q) := p2 q. The factoring assumption in those cases is
widely believed to be true, and it has been intensively used in cryptography.

3

One-time trapdoor one-way functions

We now define one-time trapdoor one-way functions (OTTOWF). Intuitively,
a one-time trapdoor one-way function is a one-way function with a trapdoor
and the additional property that any use of the trapdoor will reveal it. More
precisely, there exists an extraction algorithm that can extract a trapdoor from
any couple of messages with the same image, provided that the first message
was generated “normally” and the second one was computed with the trapdoor.
We give three practical constructions of OTTOWF. The first one is a natural
extension of Rabin’s trapdoor function; the second one is inspired by Paillier’s
trapdoor permutation [28]; the third one is based on generic one-way functions.
3.1

Definition

Definition 4 A one-time trapdoor one-way function is given by a set of five
probabilistic polynomial time algorithms:
– Setup: probabilistic algorithm that upon input of a security parameter `,
returns hk, ti where k ∈ K(`) is a key (implicitly defining a set T (k), a
samplable and decidable set R(k) and a decidable set H(k)) and t ∈ T (k) is
a corresponding trapdoor. (The sets K(`) for ` ∈ N0 are implicitly defined by
Setup.)
– Eval: algorithm that upon input of hk, ri where k ∈ K(`) is a key and r ∈
R(k) is a message, outputs a hash value h ∈ H(k).

– Verify: deterministic algorithm that upon input of hk, r, hi where k ∈ K(`)
is a key, r ∈ R(k) is a message and h ∈ H(k) is a hash value, outputs either
0 or 1.
– Preimage: deterministic algorithm that upon input of hk, h, ti where k ∈
K(`) is a key, h ∈ H(k) is a hash value and t ∈ T (k) is a trapdoor, outputs
a message r ∈ R(k).
– TrapExtr: deterministic algorithm that upon input of hk, r, r0 i where k ∈
K(`) is a key and r, r0 ∈ R(k) are two messages, outputs either ⊥ or a
trapdoor t ∈ T (k).
Moreover, these algorithms are required to satisfy the following properties :
– Correctness: For any hk, ti ∈ Setup(1` ) and any r ∈ R(k), we have
Verify(k, r, Eval(k, r)) = 1.
– Onewayness:
There exists no PPT algorithm A such that
h
i
$
Pr Verify(k, r0 , h) = 1 : hk, ti ∈ Setup(1` ); r ← R(k); h = Eval(k, r); r0 = A(k, h)
is non negligible.
– Trapdoor: For any hk, ti ∈ Setup(1` ), any r ∈ R(k) and any h ∈ Eval(k, r),
we have
Verify(k, Preimage(k, h, t), h) = 1.
– Fairness:
For any hk, ti ∈ Setup(1` ), the probability
h
i
$

Pr TrapExtr(k, r, Preimage(k, Eval(k, r), t)) = t : r ← R(k) is overwhelming.

We say that an OTTOWF has verifiable setup if the sets K(`) are decidable.
We say it is deterministic if the algorithm Eval is deterministic. We say it is
surjective if for any k ∈ K(`) and any h ∈ H(k), there exists r ∈ R(k) such that
Eval(k, r) = h. We say it has trivial verification if the algorithm Verify upon
input of hk, r, hi simply computes Eval(k, r) and compares the result with h. We
say it has uniform inversion if Preimage(k, h, t) can return any valid preimage
of h with the same probability.
The onewayness and trapdoor properties simply state that finding preimages
is hard without the trapdoor and easy with the trapdoor. The fairness property
states that, given a message and a preimage of the hash of this message computed
with the trapdoor, anyone can recover the trapdoor. For surjective OTTOWF
the trapdoor property is equivalent to the following property: for any hk, ti ∈
Setup(1` ) and any h ∈ H(k), we have Verify(k, Preimage(k, h, t), h) = 1. The
trapdoor and one-wayness properties together imply that it is hard to recover
the trapdoor from the key. Finally, our definition implies that for random r
values, the probability that Preimage(k, Eval(k, r), t) = r is negligible. Indeed,
if the probability that Preimage(k, Eval(k, r), t) = r was non-negligible, an
adversary against the one-wayness property would obtain the trapdoor with a
non-negligible probability by computing TrapExtr(k, r, r) on random r values.
We point out that an OTTOWF is not necessarily a TOWF in the sense of
Definition 2. Indeed, the correctness property of OTTOWF does not require that
Eval(Preimage(h)) = h for all h, but only that the Preimage algorithm finds

a value that passes the Verify algorithm. However, any deterministic OTTOWF
with trivial verification is a TOWF.
Definition 4 is sufficiently flexible to allow at least three different constructions based on various assumptions. The construction we give based on Rabin
is deterministic and it has trivial verification and uniform inversion but it is
not surjective. The construction based on Paillier’s permutation is deterministic, surjective and it has trivial verification and uniform inversion. Both of these
constructions are TOWF in the sense of Definition 2. The construction from
generic OWF is deterministic and surjective, but it has non uniform inversion
and it is not a TOWF since it does not have trivial verification. (We remark that
otherwise, we would have a reduction from the existence of TOWF to the existence of OWF, a long-standing open problem.) The construction based on OWF
has a verifiable setup, whereas the constructions based on Rabin and Paillier
can be easily modified to also have a verifiable setup, at the cost of increasing
the key size.
3.2

OTTOWF based on Rabin’s TOWF

In this section, we give a deterministic non surjective OTTOWF with trivial verification and uniform inversion under the factoring assumption for RSA moduli
n = pq. It is well-known that for Rabin’s TOWF, two random domain elements
with the same image will reveal the trapdoor with a probablity 1/2. In the following construction, Rabin’s TOWF is modified to increase this probability up
to essentially 1.
Let N : Z → Z be a function such that for any polynomial p, there exists
`0 ∈ N such that N (`) > log(p(`)) for any ` ≥ `0 . We define the algorithms
Setup, Eval, Verify, Preimage and TrapExtr as follows:
– Setup: on input 1` , randomly choose two primes 2`−1 < p, q < 2` and
compute their product n = pq. Set N = N (`). Output hk, ti where k = hn, N i
and t = hp, qi. We have H(k) = R(k) = Zn .
2
– Eval: on input hn, N i and r = (r1 , . . . , rN ) ∈ ZN
n , output h = (r1 mod
2
n, . . . , rN mod n).
N
– Verify: on input k = hn, N i, r ∈ ZN
n and h ∈ Zn , output 1 if h = Eval(k, r)
else output 0.
– Preimage: on input hn, N i, h = (h1 , . .. , hN ) ∈ ZN
n and t = hp, qi, compute
E := { ±q −1 mod p q + ±p−1 mod q p} and pick random i ∈ E for i =
1, . . . , N . For any i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, compute a square root of hi modulo p and
q, then compute a square root ri of hi modulo n with the Chinese remainder
theorem. Output r = (r1 1 mod n, . . . , rN N mod n).
0
– TrapExtr: on input hn, N i, r = (r1 , . . . , rN ), r0 = (r10 , . . . , rN
), try to find
0
i ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that ri 6≡ ±ri (mod n). If such i is found, find the factors
of n using gcd(ri − ri0 , n) and output t = hp, qi. Otherwise, output ⊥.
Proposition 1 Under the factoring assumption for RSA moduli, the above construction is a deterministic (non surjective) OTTOWF with trivial verification
and uniform inversion.

This construction is not surjective since only one fourth of the elements of
H(k) := Zn belong to the set QRn of quadratic residues modulo n. Making it
surjective would require to define H(k) := QRn , but deciding whether a random
element of Zn is a quadratic residue is believed to be a hard problem [20].
The construction as such does not have verifiable setup since it is presumably
hard to decide whether a composite number is an RSA modulus or not. However,
the setup can be made verifiable by adjoining to the key a non-interactive zeroknowledge (NIZK) proof that the modulus was correctly generated. Such a proof
can be generated using the techniques of Gennaro et al. [19], at the cost of increasing the keysize. This solution requires a slight adaptation of the correctness
property of Definition 4 to take into account the soundness and completeness
errors of the NIZK proof. Details are left aside in this paper.
3.3

OTTOWF based on Paillier’s trapdoor permutation

In the full version of this paper [13], we describe a second construction based
on the factoring assumption, but this time for moduli n = p2 q. Compared to
the previous one, this construction has the advantage of requiring much smaller
parameters (key sizes, preimage sizes and image sizes). The idea is to extend
the domain of Paillier’s trapdoor permutation [28] to make it non-injective. The
trapdoor is made of two prime integers p and q that have the same size `. On
input r = hr1 , r2 i where r1 has ` bits and r2 has 3` − 3 bits, the Eval algorithm
returns h = g r1 r2n mod n with n = p2 q. The preimage algorithm is similar to the
inversion algorithm of [28]. However, preimages are no longer unique because of
the domain extension, and two different preimages will actually leak the trapdoor. The resulting construction is a deterministic, surjective OTTOWF with
trivial verification and uniform inversion. It has verifiable setup under an additional reasonible hardness assumption, or if we append to the key a NIZK proof
that the modulus n was well-formed [13].
3.4

OTTOWF based on one-way functions

One-time trapdoor one-way functions can also be built from generic one-way
functions. Our construction is loosely inspired by the (non-injective) trapdoor
one-way function of [7]. The trapdoor is a domain element of the OWF and
its image is part of the public key. The algorithm Verify always accepts the
trapdoor as a valid “preimage” of any hash value. Since the algorithm Verify is
not trivial, this construction is not a TOWF in the sense of Definition 2.
Let f be a one-way function in the sense of Definition 1. We build the algorithms Setup, Eval, Verify, Preimage, TrapExtr as follows:
– Setup: on input 1n , randomly choose t ∈ {0, 1}` . Compute β = f (t). Output
hk, ti where k = hf, βi. The key implicitly defines T (k) := {0, 1}` , R(k) :=
{0, 1}` and H(k) := {0, 1}` .
– Eval: on input hhf, βi, ri, return f (r).
– Verify: on input hhf, βi, r, hi, return 1 iff f (r) = h or f (r) = β.
– Preimage: on input hhf, βi, h, ti, return t.
– TrapExtr: on input hhf, βi, r, r0 i, return r0 .

Proposition 2 The above construction is a deterministic, surjective OTTOWF
with verifiable setup (but non trivial verification and non uniform inversion).

4

Application to fair exchange

In this section, we apply our new primitive to the fair exchange problem. We
introduce two new protocols that use OTTOWF for the fair exchange of signatures, and we compare them with state-of-the-art solutions.
4.1

Fair exchange of signatures

In our increasingly electronic societies, more and more business transactions are
conducted over the internet. A large amount of electronic transactions may be
seen as two parties exchanging their digital signatures on a predetermined contract. Fairness is a fundamental requirement of contract signing protocols: no
party wants to send his signature if he does not get the other party’s signature in exchange. This problem of exchanging signatures in a fair manner has
been extensively investigated in the last 30 years [8, 10, 15, 26, 1, 2, 18, 5, 4, 11,
27, 29, 17, 9, 12, 14, 6, 3, 25, 35, 16, 34, 24, 23, 22, 33]. Most fair exchange protocols
have four communication rounds, during which the two parties, the initiator and
the responder, first exchange partial signatures and then full signatures. Many
protocols involve a semi-trusted third party (STTP) to ensure fairness. Such an
STTP has been called optimistic when it is only invoked to resolve conflicts
when “something goes wrong” in the protocol [1], either when a party attempts
to cheat or when the communication network is defective. Other protocols do
not require an STTP, but at the price of a reduced notion of fairness. Concurrent signatures (CS) [14] and verifiably committed signatures (VCS) [17] have
emerged as the two most convincing approaches proposed so far for fair exchange,
respectively without and with STTP.
4.2

Fair exchange without STTP

Concurrent signatures The main idea of concurrent signatures (CS) [14] is to
use ambiguous signatures to construct the partial signatures. From the point of
view of any third party, partial signatures are meaningless since they could have
been generated either by the initiator or by the responder. The ambiguity of both
partial signatures is removed when the initiator releases a piece of information
called the keystone. Full signatures are made of a partial signature plus the
keystone.
Concurrent signatures do not require any STTP but on the other hand, they
only provide a reduced notion of fairness. In particular, if the initiator aborts
after the second step of the protocol, he obtains a full signature of the responder
while the responder only has a partial (meaningless) signature from the initiator.
The fairness of CS is guaranteed only once the initiator uses the full signature he
has built, and only if this signature is seen by the responder (since he therefore
gets the keystone).

The ambiguity property ensures that nobody is even able to see that the
initiator is willing to sign, unless they are able to see that the responder is
willing to sign as well. On the other hand, ambiguity creates an asymmetry in
the abortion facilities given to the parties. While the responder has committed to
provide a full signature after the second step, the initiator can abort the protocol
unilaterally, and the responder will not even be able to prove to a third party
that he had received a first message from the initiator. In a practical scenario,
this allows some vendor to pretend to sell the same good to various candidates,
and only conclude the transaction with the most offering one.
A trivial non-ambiguous solution When we are willing to give up ambiguity
for committing partial signatures, a very simple protocol comes in mind. In
this protocol, partial signatures are regular signatures of the parties, and full
signatures are the concatenation of both partial signatures. A drawback of this
protocol is that neither the initiator nor the responder can directly produce a
valid full signature on a message of their choice. This means that in an application
where they also need to be able to directly sign messages, such “direct” signatures
will have a different format than the full signatures.
Protocol 1: OTTOWF for fair exchange without STTP We now describe
our first fair exchange protocol (see Figure 1). It uses an unforgeable signature
scheme and a OTTOWF with verifiable setup. The message is concatenated
with the image of a randomness by a OTTOWF, and the result is signed to
form a partial signature. A full signature is made of a partial signature plus
the corresponding randomness. The protocol follows the usual “partial, then
full signatures” four communication rounds approach. With this approach, the
responder has an a priori advantage since he can aborts the protocol after receiving a full signature. We compensate this advantage with the trapdoor, which
gives the initiator the power to convert the responder’s partial signature into a
full signature. Finally, the consequences of any abusive use of the trapdoor are
limited by the fairness property of the OTTOWF.
Our protocol requires an OTTOWF with verifiable setup, so it can be used
with the construction of Section 3.4, or the constructions of Sections 3.2 and 3.3
extended with NIZK proof of correctness for the parameters. The construction
based on Paillier’s trapdoor permutation can also be used without NIZK proofs
but under an additional complexity assumption. The signature scheme must of
course be existentially unforgeable, but despite this minimal requirement any
scheme can be chosen, either for optimizing the efficiency or for obtaining some
specific extra properties. We now briefly analyze the security.
– The checks at the beginning of Step 2 ensure the responder that the partial
signature he has received is valid, that the parameters for the OTTOWF
are correct (in particular, that he will be able to recover a trapdoor if the
initiator uses his one) and that if he ever gets a trapdoor he will be able to
find preimages to hI (and hence to compute a full signature of the initiator).

– The checks at the beginning of Step 3 ensure the initiator that he can extract
a preimage of hR and that the partial signature is valid.
– If the initiator simply aborts after Step 2, none of the parties has a valid full
signature so the protocol is fair.
– The initiator can abort after Step 2 and use his trapdoor to build a full
signature of the responder. However, the fairness property of OTTOWF
ensures that the responder, after seeing this signature, will in turn be able
to build a full signature of the initiator. (Fairness is only provided in the
same reduced sense as in concurrent signatures.)
– If the responder aborts after Step 3, the initiator can extract a preimage of
hR to get a full signature.
This protocol resembles concurrent signatures protocol but it is not anonymous. Therefore after Step 2 of our protocol both parties have committed themselves to signing, and the responder can prove to a court or any other third
party that the initiator has committed himself to signing. On the other hand,
unlike the “trivial protocol” above, both parties can also generate full signatures
without any communication with the other party.
4.3

Fair exchange with STTP

Stronger fairness guarantees can be achieved if the parties are willing to partially
rely on a semi-trusted third party (STTP).
Verifiably committed signatures Verifiably committed signatures schemes
(VCS) [17] rely on an STTP that is able to convert partial signatures into full
signatures. VCS have the usual four communication rounds; the parties first exchange partial signatures and then full signatures. If one of the parties attempts
to cheat or aborts the protocol, the STTP can be called by the other party to
convert partial signatures into full signatures. In practice, it is clearly desirable
to reduce as much as possible both the work of the STTP and the trust the parties have to place on it. The definition of VCS [17] also requires that signatures
converted by the SSTP are computationally indistinguishable from “regular” full
signatures.
Protocol 2: OTTOWF for fair exchange with STTP In our second protocol, we assume the existence of a STTP, and we let the STTP generate the
parameters of an OTTOWF and distribute the key to the parties. The protocol is
described in Figure 1. It is very similar to verifiably committed signatures [17],
but the fairness property of the OTTOWF allows further reducing the trust
placed into the STTP. Like in our first protocol, partial signatures are signatures
of the message concatenated with the image of a randomness by an OTTOWF,
and a full signature is made of a partial signature and the randomness. Since
the STTP holds the trapdoor of the OTTOWF, he can be called whenever one
of the parties attempts to cheat or when a communication problem occurs.
Like our first protocol, this protocol requires an unforgeable signature scheme
and an OTTOWF with verifiable setup. Upon the appending of NIZK proofs

hk, ti = Setup(1` )

Responder

Initiator
hSKI , P KI , P KR i

hSKR , P KI , P KR i

$

rI ← R(`)
hI = Eval(k, rI )
mI = htext, hI , P KI , P KR , ki
m1 = hmI , µI i
µI = Sig(mI , SKI )
If k ∈ K(`) and hI ∈ H(k) and Ver(mI , P KI , σI ) = 1
$

rR ← R(`)
hR = Eval(k, rR )
mR = hmI , hR i
µR = Sig(mR , SKR )
If hR ∈ H(k) and Ver(mR , P KR , µR ) = 1
If Verify(k, rI , hI ) = 1
Check Verify(k, rR , hR ) = 1

m2 = hmR , µR i
m3 = rI
m4 = rR

hk, ti = Setup(1` )
$

rI ← R(`)
hI = Eval(k, rI )
mI = htext, hI , P KI , P KR , ki
µI = Sig(mI , SKI )
If k ∈ K(`) and hI ∈ H(k) and Ver(mI , P KI , µI ) = 1
$

rR ← R(`)
hR = Eval(k, rR )
mR = hmI , hR i
µR = Sig(mR , SKR )
If hR ∈ H(k) and Ver(mR , P KR , µR ) = 1
If Verify(k, rI , hI ) = 1
Check Verify(k, rR , hR ) = 1

STTP
hk, ti = Setup(1` )
Responder

Initiator
Check k ∈ K(`)

Check k ∈ K(`)

hSKI , P KI , P KR , ki

hSKR , P KI , P KR , ki

$

rI ← R(`)
hI = Eval(k, rI )
mI = htext, hI , P KI , P KR i
µI = Sig(mI , SKI )
If hI ∈ H(k) and Ver(mI , P KI , µI ) = 1

$

m1 = hmI , µI i

$

rR ← R(`)
hR = Eval(k, rR )
mR = hmI , hR i
µR = Sig(mR , SKR )
If hR ∈ H(k) and Ver(mR , P KR , µR ) = 1
If Verify(k, rI , hI ) = 1
Check Verify(k, rR , hR ) = 1

rI ← R(`)
hI = Eval(k, rI )
mI = htext, hI , P KI , P KR i
µI = Sig(mI , SKI )
If hI ∈ H(k) and Ver(mI , P KI , µI ) = 1
$

m2 = hmR , µR i
m3 = rI
m4 = rR

rR ← R(`)
hR = Eval(k, rR )
mR = hmI , hR i
µR = Sig(mR , SKR )
If hR ∈ H(k) and Ver(mR , P KR , µR ) = 1
If Verify(k, rI , hI ) = 1
Check Verify(k, rR , hR ) = 1

Fig. 1. Description of Protocol 1 (the trapdoor is generated by the initiator) and
Protocol 2 (the trapdoor is generated by a semi-trusted third party). We assume that
the private and public key pairs have been previously distributed by a PKI.

for the constructions based on Rabin and Paillier, the three constructions of
Section 3 can be used. If the OTTOWF used has uniform inversion, the protocol
becomes a particular case of VCS since converted full signatures and regular
signatures become indistinguishable. In particular, this protocol is a VCS if it is
used with the extended Rabin or the modified Paillier OTTOWF constructions.
The construction based on Paillier can be used without NIZK proof as well under
an additional complexity assumption.
We now analyze the security of the protocol. As a first step, we show that
it is fair if the STTP behaves honestly. The checks at the beginning of Steps 2
and 3 ensure that the STTP will be able to convert a partial signature into a
full one, and that the partial signatures sent were valid. Therefore, if either the
initiator or the responder aborts the protocol at Step 3 or 4 respectively, the
other party can go to the STTP and provide a proof that the first two rounds
have taken place. In that case and after verifying that both partial signatures

were valid, the STTP will release his trapdoor t, and both parties will be able
to convert partial signatures into full signatures.
The advantage of our approach appears when the STTP colludes with the
initiator. For VCS, this breaks down all fairness properties, since the STTP
can convert the responder’s partial signature after Step 2. Fairness of VCS can
be recovered in that situation, but only with the help of an external dispute
resolution system (a kind of “super honest” STTP, like a court of justice for
example). This restricted notion of fairness is called weak fairness by Asokan et
al. [1]. On the other hand, when the STTP colludes with the initiator our second
protocol actually amounts to our first one, and it therefore provides the same
fairness guarantees to the responder without any external resolution system.
If the STTP colludes with the responder, then he can either convert the
initiator’s partial signature after Step 1, or not convert the responder’s partial
signature when this one aborts after Step 3. Both attacks are also possible against
VCS, and both for VCS and for our protocol they require an external dispute
resolution system to solve them.
Our protocol reduces the trust that the responder has to place on the STTP,
which is useful in practical scenarios where one of the parties is much more likely
to corrupt the STTP. To be “fair” in our comparison with VCS, we mention a
drawback of our approach with respect to at least “the spirit” of VCS. In many
cases for VCS, in particular when they are built based on verifiably encrypted
signatures [2], the STTP can solve many conflicts without refreshing its parameters. In our protocol, the STTP must refresh his parameters every time he uses
them, since the trapdoor becomes public after each use. Therefore, our protocol
will become practical only for small infrastructures or for very optimistic contexts (in its usual sense in fair exchange), when a very large proportion of the
protocol instantiations will conclude normally.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we considered leaking trapdoors, trapdoors that are revealed as
soon as they are used. We introduced one-time trapdoor one-way functions (OTTOWF), a new cryptographic primitive capturing this notion. We provided three
OTTOWF constructions based on classical cryptographic assumptions. Finally,
we used our primitive to build two new fair exchange protocols that improve
state of the art solutions.
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